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Reformation Unit Warm Up:

• Opener: The common people 

of England in extreme poverty 

and, often enough, utter 

destitution and degradation…

• Question: Is this an accurate 

portrayal of the Reformation?

Gin Lane by William Hogarth.

Essential Questions:
• 1) What were the political, 

economic, and religious causes of 

the Reformation?  Why was the 

Church accused of becoming too 

rich, powerful, and corrupt?

• 2) How did reformers propose to 

change the corrupt practices of the 

Catholic Church? What were 

some of their major ideas?

• 3) What was the political, 

economic, and religious impact of 

the Reformation?  What was the 

Counter Reformation?
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Q. What do you already know?

Other Underlying Causes of 

the Reformation
• The Renaissance—the literary and artistic 

movement of the 13th-16th centuries, often 
called the “rebirth” of western culture-- led 
people to question the authority of the church, 
to criticize the Church’s wealth, and place 
greater faith in human reason. 

• The rise of nation-states led monarchs to resent 
the power of the pope in their countries.

• The Protestant Reformation: 
• Religious movement , beginning in the 16th. C which protested practices of 

the Catholic Church. 

• To protest = To object 

• To reform = To change for the better 
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Extra! Extra!
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• In 1517 a German priest 

named Martin Luther

(1483-1546) started a 

movement called 

(eventually) the 

Reformation.

• Although initially 

unintended, the goal 

became to reform the 

Catholic Church.
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Video Introduction: “The 

Protestant Reformation” (20 m)

• Qs. What motivated Martin Luther to fight against some of the 

practices of the Catholic Church?  When the Pope asked Luther to 

recant, why didn’t he and what was the result?  How does Luther’s 

vision differ from the beliefs of the Roman Catholic faith?

Martin Luther’s 95 Theses

• In Wittenburg Germany 

Martin Luther posted a list of 

complaints against the 

Catholic Church called The 

Ninety-Five Thesis, or 

questions for debate.

• The Ninety-Five Thesis 

condemned the Catholic for : 

– Selling indulgences 

– Nepotism 

– Its interpretation of the 

Bible
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Indulgences and Nepotism

• Indulgences were pardons for sins that 

could be purchased. It equaled paying for 

forgiveness.

• Nepotism:The Selling of positions of power 

within the Catholic Church.

• Martin Luther believed that faith alone 

guaranteed salvation (afterlife).

More Reforms Proposed 

by Luther

1. National, rather than Roman, 

control of church finances 

2. Permission for the clergy to 

marry

3. a series of sacramental 

reforms which reduce the 

sacraments to Baptism, a 

reformed Mass, and the Holy 

Eucharist.
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The Battle Between Luther and 

the Catholic Church…
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• John Calvin, (1509-1564) 
conversely, believed all people 
deserved eternal punishment (hell) 
except for a few God had chosen in 
advance (predestination) to be saved. 
Nothing a person could do would 
change it.  The "catch" was: the 
chosen would naturally act 
righteously.

• Advocated:
1. Moral lives 

2. Hard Work 

3. Simple lives
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Lutherans hold doctrinally to a view of single 

predestination. That is to say, desiring to save all 

fallen human beings, God sent his Son Jesus Christ to 

atone for the sins of the whole world on the cross. 

Those God saves have been predestined from eternity 

in Christ. Those who are condemned are condemned 

because of their fallen will.

That is, God decided to save, and to damn; 

he then determined that the fall of man into 

sin would accomplish His purpose.

A term of Christian theology and 

ecclesiology referring to the visible 

community of Christian believers on 

Earth.

A theological concept of an "invisible" 

body of the elect who are known only 

to God.

? ?

? ?

? ?

Up Next…Who was the real 

Henry VIII?
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Henry VIII (1491-1547)
• King Henry VIII was not a 

true reformer, yet broke from 
the Catholic Church and the 
pope. 

• When denied a divorce by the 
Pope, Henry issued the Act of 
Supremacy and created a 
national religion for England, 
known as the Anglican Church.

• He married six women in his 
attempt to produce a male heir 
to the throne. He executed three 
of them! 

• He produced one male son, 
Edward VI; however, he died in 
his teens.

The Six Wives of Henry VIII

Catherine of Aragon       Anne Boleyn            Jane Seymour

Anne of Cleves         Catherine Howard       Catherine Parr
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Any Ideas?

How Similar were the views of the Radical Reformers 

to those of Luther and Zwingli?
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The Counter Reformation

• The Counter-Reformation (also Catholic Reformation or Catholic 

Revival)[denotes the period of Catholic revival from the pontificate of 

Pope Pius IV in 1560 to the close of the Thirty Years' War, 1648.

• The Catholic Reformation was a comprehensive effort, composed of 

five major elements:

– 1) Doctrine

– 2) Ecclesiastical or structural reconfiguration

– 3) Religious orders

– 4) Spiritual movements

– 5) Political dimensions

• Such reforms included the foundation of seminaries for the proper 

training of priests in the spiritual life and the theological traditions of 

the Church, the reform of religious life by returning orders to their 

spiritual foundations, and new spiritual movements focusing on the 

devotional life and a personal relationship with Christ, including the 

Spanish mystics and the French school of spirituality.

Council of Trent

• The Council of Trent was the 19th Ecumenical Council of the Roman 

Catholic Church.  It convened in Trent between December 13, 1545, and 

December 4, 1563 in twenty-five sessions for three periods. 

• The council issued condemnations on what it defined as Protestant 

heresies and defined Church teachings in the areas of Scripture and 

Tradition, Original Sin, Justification, Sacraments, the Eucharist in Holy 

Mass and the veneration of saints. It issued numerous reform decrees. 

By specifying Catholic doctrine on salvation, the sacraments, and the 

Biblical canon, the Council was answering Protestant disputes.

• Many church reforms resulted, including banning the sale of 

indulgences.

• The church also engaged heavily in propaganda and banned many books 

considered blasphemous.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Catholic_Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thirty_Years%27_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_mystics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_school_of_spirituality
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• In the Roman church, a series of powerful 
popes including Leo X and Paul III 
responded to reform demands in various 
ways.

• The Church did  conduct its own reform, a 
movement known as the Counter 
Reformation. This included an end to the 
practice of indulgences.

• However, it was too late to stop the spread 
of new  Christian sects, such as 
Lutheranism, Presbyterianism, and 
Anglican. 

• Ultimately, the Reformation created a north-
south split in Europe. In general the northern 
countries become Protestant while the south 
remains Catholic. 

Pope Leo X 
excommunicated Luther

• Eventually, the Reformation 

brought about the 

establishment of several new 

"Protestant" churches 

(derived from protest) and 

literally shattered the 

religious unity of Western 

Europe, even causing wars 

within and between 

countries in Western 

Europe.

St. Bartholomew's Day 
Massacre August 24, 1572
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Mr. Cegielski

The
Wars of
Religion

(1560s-1648)
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Civil War

In France
(1562-1598)

The Valois Family:
The Beginning of the End

 Henri II was the last powerful Valois

 Three weak sons followed:
 Francis II
 Charles IX
 Henri III

 Catherine de Medici controlled the sons:
 Was mother to the boys
 Played both sides in the civil war
 Developed a reputation for cruelty
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Catherine de Medici

Francis II & His Wife, Mary Stuart
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The French Civil War

 There were two sides:
 Guise family led Catholics in North
 Bourbon family led Huguenots in South
 Fighting for the royal inheritance

 Catherine supported the Guises in the 
first phase.

 St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre
 August 24, 1572
 20,000 Huguenots were killed
 Henri of Navarre, a Bourbon, survived

St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre
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The French Civil War
 Catherine started supporting the Bourbons.

 Henri of Navarre defeated Catholic League & 
becomes Henry IV of France. 

 Effects of Civil War:
 France was left divided by religion
 Royal power had weakened
 Valois family now replaced by Bourbons

Catholic
League

Protestant
Union

CIVIL

WAR

Triumphal Entry of Henry IV Into Paris – Peter Paul 
Reubens
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 Ended Spanish interference in 
France

 Converted to Catholicism :
 Did this to compromise and make 

peace
 Paris is worth a mass.
 This was an example of politique

[the interest of the state comes 
first before any religious 
considerations]

 Fighting for the royal inheritance

 Passed Edict of Nantes in 1598:
 Granted religious rights to 

Huguenots
 Did not grant religious freedom for 

all

Henry IV of France

The

Thirty Years

War 
(1618-1648)
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1618-1648

 The Holy Roman Empire was the 
battleground.

 At the beginning  it was the 
Catholics vs. the Protestants.

 At the end  it was Habsburg power 
that was threatened.

 Resolved by the Treaty of Westphalia 
in 1648.

Characteristics of the Thirty Years War
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 Ferdinand II inherited Bohemia.
 The Bohemians hated him.
 Ferdinand refused to tolerate Protestants.
 Defenestration of Prague May, 1618

 Bohemia named a new king, Frederick II.

The Bohemian Phase:  1618-1622

 Ferdinand II becomes Holy Roman 
Emperor.
 Frederick II borrowed an army from 

Bavaria.
 Frederick lost his lands in the fighting.

 The rebellion in Bohemia inspired others.

The Bohemian Phase:  1618-1622
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Bohemian Phase

 Ferdinand II tried to end all resistance.
 Tried to crush Protestant northern Holy 

Roman Empire.
 Ferdinand II used Albrecht von Wallenstein

for the army.
 Wallenstein defeated Protestants in north.

 Edict of Restitution (1629):
 Restored to Catholics all lands lost since 1552.
 Deprived all Protestants, except Lutherans, 

of their religious and political rights.

 German princes feared Ferdinand  he 
fired Wallenstein in effort to calm them.

The Danish Phase:  1625-1629
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Danish Phase

Albrecht
von

Wallenstein
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 France & Sweden now get involved.
 Both want to stop Habsburg power.
 Sweden led the charge.
 France provided support.

 Gustavus Adolphus invaded the HR Empire.
 Ferdinand II brought back Wallenstein.
 Swedish advance was stopped.

 German princes still feared Ferdinand II.

 Wallenstein assassinated to appease them.

The Swedish Phase:  1630-1635

Swedish Phase
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Gustavus
Adolphus

 France & Sweden switched roles.

 All countries in Europe now participated.

 This phase was most destructive!
 German towns decimated.
 Agriculture collapsed  famine resulted.
 8 million dead  1/3 of the population 

[from 21 million in 1618 to 13.5 million in 
1648]

 Caused massive inflation.
 Trade was crippled throughout Europe.

The French Phase:  1635-1648
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Loss of German Lives in 30 Years’ War

 Political Provisions:
 Each Ger. prince became free from any kind of 

control by the HR Emperor.
 The United Provinces [Dutch Neths.] became 

officially independent  so. part remained a Sp. 
possession.

 Fr. rcvd. most of the Ger-speaking province of 
Alsace.

 Sweden  got lands in No. Ger. on the Baltic & 
Black Sea coasts.

 Switzerland became totally independent of the 
HR Emperor  Swiss Confederation.

 Sweden won a voice in the Diet of the HR Emp.
 Brandenburg got important terrs. on No. Sea & 

in central Germany.

The Peace of Westphalia (1648)
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 Religious Provisions:
 Calvinists would have the same privileges 

as the Lutherans had in the Peace of 
Augsburg.

 The ruler of each state could determine 
its official religion, BUT [except in the 
hereditary lands of the Habsburgs], he 
must permit freedom of private 
worship.

The Peace of Westphalia (1648)

Treaty of Westphalia (1648)
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1688-1700

 Many Protestants felt betrayed.

 The pope denounced it.

 Only merit  it ended the fighting in a 
war that became intolerable!

 For the next few centuries, this war 
was blamed for everything that went 
wrong in Central Europe.

Nobody Was Happy!
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What were the long-range 
effects of the Thirty 

Years’ War?


